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Address Crystal Traditions 
145 Madison St.,  
Tiffin, OH 44883 
888-298-7236

Country USA

State Ohio

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The glass blower creates beautiful pieces by transforming molten glass into a work of art. Mike McCain creates many items from ornaments to modern
art glass. Custom pieces can be made for individuals groups or companies.

Crystal Traditions is one of the few companies in the United States capable of acid polishing glass and crystal. When crystal is cut, the cut appears to
be dull and gray in color. In order to return the sparkle and luster to the crystal, the crystal is acid polished. To do this, crystal is submerged in a
combination of acids for a period of time, depending on the quality of the crystal and the intricacy of the cuts. The acid polishes the crystal by removing
a layer of crystal and thus returns the piece to its former glory. The piece is then thoroughly washed to remove any acid and inspected for flaws
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